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Solana ecosystem.
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GODz 1:1
God of Secrets

●

Web3 incubator and game platform with 50% revenue share.

●

Scoping our games with the studio behind titles like Angry
Birds with 1.5+ Billion downloads across 400+ games.

●

Doxxed team with 3 digital agency founders, full stack dev,
creative director, 15+ yrs gaming industry veteran, marketing
director, animator, and founder of a national tech firm.

●

Launching with an incubator platform, and 20+ incubator
applications. WL only presale sold out in under 90 minutes.

●

GODz DAO will help assess incubator projects, provide
feedback, and offer grants of upto 10k to promising teams.

Chapter I The Birth of Solaria

Watch Video

GODz 1:1
God of Destiny

GODz
300+ traits, 8 Domains, 10 categories
GODz will be the core to our ecosystem
and unlocking future collections.
5 $MYTH per day is airdropped to each unlisted
GODz held in your wallet. No staking required.
$MYTH can be traded for NFTs and services on
our platforms via our 50% revenue share model.
Our first internal project, GOATz has launched
successfully and can be minted now for $MYTH.

Incubator
Applications

GODz Incubator
Vetted by
GODz team

Incubation Period
Support with branding, roadmap,
pitch deck, marketing, etc

GODz DAO
Support with
Key decisions

Project Launch
Fees paid to GODz and team

Our mission is to spur innovation and
creativity within the Solana ecosystem.
Our Web3 incubator will help artists, creators and
existing brands, launch NFTs, Art Collections, SaaS
Apps, Games and more through personalised support
with strategy, design, dev and marketing.
GODz holders will receive 50% of launch fees as
free NFTs which can be purchased for $MYTH.
Early projections indicate a mid term valuation of
each GODz NFT to be 10+ SOL based on incubator
revenue KPIs. Refer to the index for calculations.
To support our mission and drive new applications,
we’ll be offering grants of upto 10k to the most
promising teams that apply. We’ll be vetting projects
for strong, open minded teams with the ability to
execute on their vision before being accepted.

DEMONz
Concept 1

DEMONz
After GODz discovered the power of the Seals,
their thirst for power grew until some began
morphing into Demonz. Terrified by this shift in
the cosmic balance, the Primordials sealed these
DEMONz back into the GODz they emerged from.
While the GODz are responsible for creation and
receive a 50% revenue share of their incubator,
their rivals, DEMONz love to meddle and play
games and will receive a 50% profit share of their
game platform.
DEMONz will be in limited supply with a portion
made available for GODz holders via SCROLLz
and the remaining mintable via SOL.
The DEMONz collection will be launching closer
to the launch of our first game. There will be
several different ‘races’ of DEMONz that each
have their own base art, pose, and traits.

Trial I

GOATz & SCROLLz
After millenia, DEMONz zealots discovered that
by sacrificing enough GOATz (the GODz fave
animals) and imbuing their souls into ancient
SCROLLz, they could release the DEMONz
from their bindings.
GOATz are live and minting on our incubator!
They can only be minted using the GODz token
$MYTH and will be released in batches.
GOATz can be sacrificed for other in-house
collections, the first of them being SCROLLz.
SCROLLz will be your free mint ticket to our
exclusive utility based collection DEMONz!
To summon a DEMONz NFT, you’ll need to
be holding a GODz and SCROLLz NFT with
matching ‘seal’ traits. This will allow you to
burn the Scroll in exchange for a Demon.

GAME PLATFORM
Our vision is to create a series of fun, play to earn games
that merge elements of luck and skill with real $SOL prizes.
We’re already working on:
-

Solana's biggest prize pools
Huge cumulative jackpots
Passive income to top score holders
Single player, PvP, and MMO formats

We’re building a gaming hub with multiple offerings such
as arcade, RPG, battle, and strategy-based idle, combining
elements of luck and skill. Our first game will be released
6-10 weeks from mint and others will follow rapidly after.
50% of all gaming and licensing profits will be shared with
DEMONz holders. We’re already in talks with potential
partners. Conservative projections indicate a fair value
of 5+ SOL for DEMONz. Refer to index for calculations.
We’re in discussions with Labrys.io, ilogos.biz, and other
developers to scope our requirements for the various
mechanics, game styles and on-chain integrations.
Q1 - scoping complete Q2 - 1st game release
Q3 - 2nd game release Q4 - 3rd game release

DEMONz
Concept 2

Ponzinomics Tokenomics
No Ponzinomics here, our tokenomics are realistic and sustainable
long term. There will be real outside revenue coming in through the
incubator, game platform and licensing that will bring ongoing
value to the $MYTH token. Our utility ensures we’re here to stay.
$MYTH Details
All holders with unlisted Godz are airdropped 5 $MYTH per day. At
a rate of 75% being unlisted, it translates to ~3.3 million $MYTH
distributed every six months on average.
Liquidity Pool
Our Liquidity pool is essentially the value of NFTs which can be bought
using $MYTH. These are provided by our incubator partners and from
our own future collections. This ensures sustainability for our token,
and gives real ongoing value to our $MYTH holders.
We will launch an official liquidity pool once we’ve built a good balance
between the supply, demand, and value of $MYTH through the utilities
we’ve built. In the meantime, we’re considering enabling trading via the
Famous Foxes Token Market.
Forecast
Let’s assume, 75% of circulating $MYTH is used to purchase NFTs
during the next six months, and that 25% is held for future purchases.
As outlined in our index projections, we’ll see 4,550 - 27,300 Sol worth
of incubator partner NFTs being purchased by Godz holders.

Therefore:
If 1 SOL = $100
(4,550 *$100) / (3,375,000 * 0.75) = $455,000 / 2,531,250 =
$0.18 per $MYTH
(27,300 *$100) / (3,375,000 * 0.75) = $2,730,000 / 2,531,250 = $1.07
per $MYTH
This implies that the value of one $MYTH could range between $0.18 $1.07 USD. Therefore at an earning rate of 5 $MYTH per day, Godz
holders earn $0.90 - $5.35 per day.
It’s important to note, that this value is based on the mint value
of the incubator projects, not their expected longer term 2x
average value. This 2x value is an estimate and will increase or
decrease based on the quality of the incubator partner projects.
Additionally, we can add the value of NFTs offered by the Godz
ecosystem, so in fact the value of $MYTH will be higher again. We
cannot forecast the exact amount right now because we are still
working on the supply and prices of these secondary collections.

TEAM + PARTNERS

Praj - Marketing Director
-

Shoobz - Founder / Strategist
-

Australian creative agency founder
with 10+ staff operating for 7 years
SaaS startup founder
Crypto degen since mid 2017
NFT degen since mid 2021

-

Founder of local Australian retail brand
Experience managing large teams
Daily opps and management of GODz

Khimari - Creative Director
-

Running Brand Strategy & Art
Direction at Shoobz’ agency
Over 10 years industry experience
Passionate about art, design and film

In Discussions:

Graygore - Incubator Manager
-

Doobz - Founder / Operations
-

Has launched marketing strategies and
campaigns for national ASX companies
Marketing agency founder with 5+
staff and operating for over 5 years
Partnered with Shoobz’ agency

20+ years business experience
Founder/COO of a Multinational Tech Firm
Fundraised millions and built award winning
recreational cannabis companies

Staking Platform

Ross - Game Platform Manager
-

15+ yrs gaming industry experience
Finance & tokenomics consultant
Product owner & certified degen

Project Auditing

ILNP - Project Advisor
-

Digital agency founder of 10+ yrs
Partnerships manager
NFT market consultant

Remdex - Developer
-

Full stack developer at Shoobz’ agency
Over 6 years industry experience
with custom web and app solutions
Bachelor in advanced computing

Praz - Animator
-

10+ years international experience

Retardo, Oldworld, Rags, Calendar,
Solo + Community

Paul, Jacko, Rui
-

Our artists and legends

Blockchain Dev

-

We’d be nothing without you

Game Dev

Managing
Expectations
-

-

-

NFT markets are speculative and risky
The space is early and there is huge
opportunity as it grows
It will take time to develop a well
established incubator and to launch
projects - we will be trying our best and
will communicate with everyone
It will take time to develop the game
platform
We cannot guarantee the external
projects we launch via the incubator, we
will do our best to qualify strong teams
and ensure the project is set for
success.
Projections are projections

INDEX

GODz Tokenomics V1.0
No Ponzinomics here, our tokenomics is realistic and sustainable
long term. There will be real outside revenue coming in through
the incubator, game platform and licensing that will bring value
to the $MYTH token. Our utility ensures we’re here to stay.

The Godz ecosystem
Godz of Solaria NFTs (Godz, Goatz, Demonz, and others)
$MYTH token
Godz Games
Godz Incubator (providing exclusive-access NFTs)
Utility
Owning GODz NFT gives you access to exclusive NFTs from
Godz of Solaria projects (multiple NFTs within the ecosystem,
e.g. Goatz) and NFTs from incubator projects.
Owning DEMONz NFT gives you access to Game Platform
Revenues
How it works
Hold your unlisted Godz NFT to earn 5 $MYTH per day.
$MYTH can be used to mint NFTs from our incubator
projects.
$MYTH can be used to mint our secondary Godz NFTs (Goatz,
Demonz, others to come).
$MYTH and Goatz (and Sol) can be wagered in our games.
Demonz can be staked to earn profit share from game
revenues.

NFTs / Token / Incubator Details
Godz of Solaria
5000 supply
1.5 - 2 Sol
Godz utility
Stake Godz to earn $MYTH to mint exclusive NFTs from
Godz of Solaria ecosystem, and from incubator partner
launches.
$MYTH
Staked Godz earn 5/$MYTH per day
$MYTH Utility
50 $MYTH can be used to mint 1 Goat
$MYTH can be used to purchase incubator NFTs
$MYTH can be wagered in our games
$MYTH can be used for in-game purchases (NFTs, upgrades)
GOATz
Initial Gen1 Goatz Supply: 5000
100 gold (2%) - each paying out 0.25 Sol as a bonus*
25 astral (0.5%) - each paying out 1 Sol as a bonus*
*Bonus can be claimed after the main Godz sale and sacrificing
mechanic is built.
Subsequent batches of Goatz can have differing supplies, utility etc.

GODz Tokenomics V1.0
Goatz utility
Sacrifice Goatz to summon a Demon.
Wager Goatz in our games
If 50 $MYTH = 1 Goat, (i.e. 10 days of staking for 1 goat) then by the
time of the March mint, Seed Godz holders will have generated enough
$MYTH to buy half the Gen #1 Goatz supply.
Once the 4112 new Godz enter circulation, and at 75% of the total
5000 staked, we will see 3750 Godz earning 5 $MYTH per day, so
18,750 $MYTH per day being issued, which equates to 375 Goatz per
day. This means, the remaining supply of 2500 Goatz could be minted
in approximately 10 days from the main Godz mint date.

Godz seed advantage
Godz seeds have a huge head start on having enough $MYTH to
summon their Goatz needed for a Demon, or for incubator partner
NFTs.
Additionally, all Godz seed holders who keep their Godz delisted over
the mint will receive 100 additional $MYTH tokens as a bonus, thus
giving a further advantage in terms of minting our incubator partner
NFTs or our secondary NFTs, or using the $MYTH in our games.
DEMONz
Supply: TBD
Mint cost: TBD
A portion of the supply will be made available exclusively to Godz
holders in exchange for $MYTH and GOATz.
Demonz Utility
Earn profit share from all of our game revenues, including b2b
revenue.
Incubator Projects
Long term target of 6 Incubator project launches per week
Average supply of 3500 NFTs
Average mint cost of 1 sol
5% of the NFTs are made available to Godz holders,
exclusively (i.e. 175 NFTs per launch, on average)

GODz Tokenomics V1.0

Incubator Projections
Note: These numbers are based only on Incubator launches.

Raffle System Distribution of NFTs
To begin, we’ll make the incubator NFTs available on a first come, first
serve basis tradeable for $MYTH however, to scale the system and
make it fairer, we will consider implementing a raffle like below.
-

-

-

$MYTH holders can purchase raffle tickets for incubator
project NFTs, at a rate of 1 $MYTH = 1 raffle ticket
A $MYTH holder’s chance of winning is calculated when the
raffle period closes and equates to: their individual number of
raffle tickets / total number of raffle tickets in circulation for
the particular NFT project.
For example, if 100 users each used 10 $MYTH, there would be
1000 raffle tickets in circulation. If an incubator project was
giving 175 NFTs from their collection to Godz holders, each
ticket would then have a 0.175% chance of receiving an NFT.
In this case, and if the incubator project was minting the
remainder of their collection for 1 Sol each, the $MYTH holders
would collectively pay 1000 $MYTH for 175 Sol worth of NFTs,
meaning 1 $MYTH = 0.175 Sol (~$17.50) in this case. Of
course, the amount of $MYTH tokens being exchanged for
raffle tickets will vary widely, depending on interest in each
specific NFT collection on offer.

Six month forecast
If there is one launch per week (at 3500 supply), it translates to:
4550 NFTs given to Godz over six months
0.4 Sol value returned to each staked Godz, per month
Floor price projection: 2.43 Sol

If there
-

are three launches per week, it translates to:
13,650 NFTs given to Godz over six months
1.2 Sol value returned to each staked Godz, per month
Floor price projection: 7.28 Sol

If there
-

are six launches per week, it translates to:
27,300 NFTs given to Godz over six months
2.4 Sol value returned to each staked Godz, per month
Floor price projection: 14.56 Sol

Floor Prices
A rough way of estimating floor price, is to multiply monthly rewards by
six months. That also leaves enough upside for longer term holders.
Another important metric is the number of days needed to recoup your
investment. If Godz mint for 2 sol, then holders could recoup their
investment in 149 days days with one incubator launch per week, or 25
days with six launches per week.

GODz Tokenomics V1.0
Games Platform
We will build our own Idle game and suite of skill based
gambling games.
Additionally we are exploring whitelabel licensing our games
Standard game hold will be 10% of all turnover.
Target of attracting 1000 monthly active users from Godz
Target of attracting 10 whitelabel partners, over six months,
each bringing an additional 10,000 players.
Revenue share will be split in favour of the whitelabel.
Our net gaming profits will be split 50/50 with Demonz
holders.
See our Demonz calculator for forecasts of 12+ Sol.
$MYTH Details
Staked Godz holders earn 5 $MYTH per day. At a rate of 75% being
staked, it translates to ~3.375 million $MYTH being distributed over
six months.
Liquidity Pool
Our Liquidity pool is essentially the value of NFTs which can be
bought using $MYTH. These are provided by our incubator partners,
and from our own future collections. This ensures sustainability for
our token, and gives real ongoing value to our $MYTH holders.

Forecast
Let’s assume, 75% of circulating $MYTH is used to purchase NFTs
during the next six months, and that 25% is held for future
purchases.
So, as outlined in the Godz calculator, we will see 4,550 - 27,300 Sol
worth of incubator partner NFTs being purchased by Godz holders.
Therefore:
If 1 SOL = $100
(4,550 *$100) / (3,375,000 * 0.75) = $455,000 / 2,531,250 =
$0.18 per $MYTH
(27,300 *$100) / (3,375,000 * 0.75) = $2,730,000 / 2,531,250 = $1.07
per $MYTH
This implies that the value of one $MYTH could range between $0.18 $1.07 USD. Therefore at an earning rate of 5 $MYTH per day, Godz
holders earn $0.90 - $5.35 per day.
It’s important to note, that this value is based on the mint value
of the incubator projects, not their expected longer term 2x
average value. This 2x value is an estimate and will increase or
decrease based on the quality of the incubator partner projects.
Additionally, we can add the value of NFTs offered by the Godz
ecosystem, so in fact the value of $MYTH will be higher again. We
cannot forecast the exact amount right now because we are still
working on the supply and prices of these secondary collections.

godznft.com

Thank You
Thanks for taking the time to check out GODz
and read our plans. We’ve put a ton of work into
building the GODz brand and we’re excited for
what’s to come in future as we continue to build
and execute on our vision.
Website:
http://godznft.com/
Discord:
https://discord.gg/C4WG3YZCbN
Twitter:
https://twitter.com/nft_godz

GODz 1:1
God of Dimensions

